Butterworth provides ancillary equipment to support your tank cleaning projects such as our custom engineered pump packages.

Industries
Our pump systems can be mounted either permanently, in industries such as transportation, food and beverage, and brewing industries or be used as a portable unit. Portable unit customers include but are not limited to wineries, personal care, paint manufacturers, ink manufacturers as well as others.

Operational
Our pump systems are designed to meet the specific needs of the Butterworth Tank Cleaning Equipment that you are using. We design for the proper flow and pressure needed to optimize the performance of your Butterworth machine. We can also include all of the necessary hoses, pipes, valves and fittings to minimize your need to purchase additional items. We can meet or exceed the electrical requirements from around the globe.

User Benefits
• Scalable from single wash pump to complete system
• Properly matched components mean that the system will work together in harmony
• Long life cycles
• Single source vendor